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Be Quiet Pure Wings 2
120mm Case Fan

$12.99

Product Images

Short Description
The Pure Wings 2 family fans are unique in their class, combining outstanding reliability, silent cooling, and a
great price-for-performance ratio. It’s impressive how much quiet technology the German engineering team
has crammed into these fans at this amazing price. They are the ultimate reason to put well-known be quiet!
silent cooling in your PC if you haven’t already done so.
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Description
Outstanding Reliability And Silent Cooling
The Pure Wings 2 family fans are unique in their class, combining outstanding reliability, silent cooling, and a
great price-for-performance ratio. It’s impressive how much quiet technology the German engineering team
has crammed into these fans at this amazing price. They are the ultimate reason to put well-known be quiet!
silent cooling in your PC if you haven’t already done so.
The Pure Wings 2 120mm model combines all of the above essential features. It provides maximum cooling
airflow and operating noise levels down to a silent 19.2 dB(A). The increased air pressure makes the fans
especially recommended for use in water cooling and air cooling setups.

Features
Practically Silent Operation
Nine silence-optimized fan blades with high airflow capabilities reduce noise-generating turbulences
while increasing air pressure
Very quiet operation even at maximum speed, with noise of 19.2 dB(A)
Product conception, design and quality control in Germany
Perfect choice for Home and Office PCs, Gaming and Multimedia systems
Especially recommended for use in water cooling and CPU cooling builds
High-quality rifle bearing technology contributes to a very long lifespan of up to 80,000 hours
Winner of the prestigious Red Dot Design Award 2014
Three year warranty
Quick support is available via our international hotline (+49 (0) 40 736 76 86 – 44), Mondays to Fridays
from 0900 to 1730, German local time

Specifications
Dimensions (L x W x D), (mm): 120 x 120 x 25
Fan speed @ 12V (rpm): 1500
Air flow @ 12V (cfm, m3/h): 51.4 / 87
Air pressure @ 12V (mm H2O): 1.25
Noise level @ 12V (dB(A)): 19.2
Connector: 3-Pin
Cable length (mm): 450
Lifespan (h / 25°C): 80.000
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Additional Information
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Brand

Be Quiet

SKU

BL046

Weight

0.6000

Color

Black

Fan Dimensions

120mm

Fan Width

25mm

Fan Connection

3-Pin

Fan Voltage

12 VDC

Fan RPM

1500

Fan CFM

51

Fan Noise (dB)

19

Vendor SKU/EAN

4260052183359

Internet Reviews

Review from ThermalBench.com
"This is certainly a premium price, but one must also
note that with this comes a premium product which
also lives up to its promise in the performance area...if
you are the type who are willing to pay top dollar for a
top tier product, then it’s hard to go wrong with thisespecially if you are looking for a silence optimized
operation. Given the Europeans generally going this
way, I can see now why this fan is so popular there too!"
Read full review HERE.
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